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Title: Thinking of you
Author: Alcides Gonzalez
happy day, rest day
waterfront I wonder what will happen to you.
when I see the infinite, are you there
distance are no longer distant
because when I think of you
I feel that someday we'll be together

happy day, rest day
against the tree that will be asked of you.
When you look at the sky these there
because I know some day you can touch
is that when I think of you
blackest day becomes light.

Title: Japanese woman
Author: Alcides Gonzalez
one night I was sad,
you never thought would find
but never imagined I would be the end of the world
Japanese woman oh
I would like to cross the seas to be with you
Japanese woman oh
what will happen long before this happens
but, I know if I fight so you can meet
Oh Japanese woman
your dance inspires me to keep dreaming and keep writing
Oh Japanese woman
Even though you are at the end of the world, my soul is with you.

Title: the long and short path
Author: Alcides gonzalez
the cold night makes me think
two ways of my life, one long and one short.
My mind flies to the future, that future that I dream.
I decided to take the long way, thinking that love is not a priority.
but I want the end of that long road she still wait for me.
two souls were in one or three years only if fate allows.
while she was always dreaming under the stars.
I do not want to live a future without those eyes that I love.
but there is time. Japanese woman , some day Oh we'll go
to see and together we will complete our destinies.

POEM: Shine
AUTHOR: Alcides Gonzalez
ocean waves which refresh and purify
a breath of spring calling for peace
and a sun so bright as your eyes
Oh what a beautiful view
Spring breeze and ocean waves
do not let that light goes off ....

hana no kage
aka no tanin wa
nakari keri

TITLE: Vibrates my heart for you
AUTHOR: Alcides Gonzalez
the wind is blowing towards unknown direction
emotion can not wait for that that there is something good waiting for me
in that I thought of you and my heart for you vibro
because I know that no river may erase what I feel
not the least distance will make you stop thinking about

The highest mountain tells me that the scale
there are no limits to any human being can not reach
thinking of you when I dream
is that one day I will find you
and my heart vibrate to all eternity

Title: Far East flower
Author: Alcides Gonzalez
Far East flower of my heart thinks of you.
A beautiful woman with a bright soul.
Far East flower will not forget you.
Given the severe storms your patience is infinite.
Far East flower of my love for you simpre remain.
It is admirable that your intelligence as your light.
Far East flower of the morning is coming and I'll disappear.
But there will be other nights to see us.
Far East flower one day appear in your window and we will love
to infinity

Poem: my love
Author: Alcides Gonzalez
your eyes are like a waterfall
found in the desert
your mouth is soft and thin as a sheet of sakura.
your hair is as beautiful as a night with stars.
if you were near, we'd be in that eternal night with stars.
waiting for the dawn and together in our wonderful game.
Two worlds diferenes one soul.

Poem: Promise
By : Alcides Gonzalez
Here on this side of the world is night, in the sky can only see stars, so bright as you or more,
promise a rosy world would be false, promise you the moon download to enlighten your palace
would be absurd, but promise you my heart, my soul and loyalty to you that would be your greatest
reward. Oh beautiful woman that you are beyond the seas and continents, promise to love you for
eternity would be a blessing

Anata wa utsukushii desu....

Poem: Looking to the moon.
Author: Alcides Gonzalez.
Looking at the moon is me
Among many lights I found you
From you I embellishes
Looking at the moon is me
Among all the lights are the brightest that
You said your light was especially for me
Looking at the moon is me
You left my sight
And you can not see you
Your in my chaos that alumbrabastes
Is lonely
So look at the moon
To see if I can still see
Because without you I can not believe.

